
Callebaut de Blicquy is the well-know specialist of dyeing machines. Its experience has been 
acquired over many years through SMTI, Comeureg, Texinox, Schiump & Wilms throughout 
the world.
Today, this experience enables Callebaut de Blicquy to give you well qualified advices and to 
offer you a range of machines and auxiliary aquiptment at the sharp end of dyeing technology.

Callebaut de Blicquy provides also the best advice for selecting and improving equipments, 
engineering and revamping.

These give the dyer and finisher a guarantee of high quality and reliable productivity taking 
into account the impertives of delivery times and ecological issues.

Over 75 years experience .

A wide range of state of the art machines 
and equipment

Excellent after sales service

Quality and productivity guaranteed

Consideration for the Health & Safety and
 enviromental issues.

PRODUCTS

SERVICES

Dyeing process automation and computer-controlled dye house

Machinery revamping and improvements

Production process creation by exhaustion data analysis.

31 RUE DE LA FONDERIE BP 70160
59202 TOURCOING Cedex - FRANCE

Tel. 33 (0) 3 20 38 89 50 - Fax. 33 (0)3 20 38 89 70
Internet: www.cdb-textile.com - E-mail : info@cdb-textile.com

Dyeing accessories (pumps, kiers in stainless steel, material carriers, beams cart…)

Loading press

Rapid dryers

« Space dyeing » machines

Laboratory equipment : dyeing machine press, dryers

Hank washes and dyeing machines

Energy recovery systems

RAPID DRYER 



THREE DISTINCT PHASES 

1) SQUEEZING VIA DYNAMIC HYDRO EXTRACTION : The air flows from outside the material to the inside during 
    this first relatively short stage. This allows the evacuation through a mechanical drive of water which has been
    absorbed during the drying stage.

.    This operation allows to reduce all other preliminary drying manipulations

2) DRYING :Air flows from inside the material to the outside ;the goal is to “open” the material and allow a large 
    amount of hot & dry air to extract the humidity. Drying is controlled by input and output temperatures flowing inside
    and outside.   

3) BALANCE : During this last stage, air flows from outside the material to the inside. This allows for homogeneous 
    residual humidity within the material. 
    

EACH ONE OF OUR DRYERS IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED AND STUDIED SO 
THAT THE INSTALLATION MEETS ITS FIXED GOALS  :

Dimensioning of the treatment tanks

Drying time and daily quantity to be treated   

Adapts to available equipment...

Possibility to add a second sattelite tank to the principal one. This allows one to fry to different sizes of 
material carriers at the same time.. 

Opening / Closing by jacks  

Automatic bloking system on the material carrier by jacks .

RAPID DRYER
 

                                 HOW IT WORKS :
A very large quantity of hot and dry air flows

 inside the pressure dryer to reach and treat the 
heart of the textile material. This allows for 

homogenious residual humidity to be withdrawn

DRYER TANK : This tank allows the machine to receive material carriers directly out of the dryer 
without any intermediate manipulation. 

COOLING SYSTEM :  After passed through the material, the hot aircharged with humidity is cooled 
down to separate the water from the air.

SEPARATOR :  Of a specific conception, it allows to extract and evacuate humidity from the 
high-pressure air circuit and therefore to air extracted from the material.

BLOWER : This centrifuge blower operating at a high debit makes the air circulate in the 
installation and therefore in the textile material.

HEATING SYSTEM: Before directed to the material carriers, the cool air is brought to an ideal temperature 
to extract most all of its humidity. 
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Dries entire material carriers without any other 
  handling other than transfer fromfrom the deying 
     machine to the dryer.

 Very shortdrying time :
   less than 40 min Polyester,  
     about 1h30 for cellulosic fibers…

Save energy

      It can be used for all types of materials : wool
    polyamide, acrylic and various mixtures

Adaptable capacity through sattelite tanks

ADVANTAGES :

OPTIONS:

  Facilitate material flow within the factory, both for 
easiness and for its excellent process time

A QUALITY INDUSTRIAL DRYER

In its standard version, Callebaut de Bliquy’s pressure dryer is a 30L stainless steel construction. 
The treatement vat allowsan operating temperature of 140°C and an operating pressure of 5 bars. 
The equipment is operated by a completly automated system.  


